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Most of us now-a-days are aware of the fact that

there are multiple evidences of ‘global warming’, resulting

in average increase in the temperature, all over the world.

This is the most alarming threat for the humanity today.

Increase in the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere

and the fast depletion of the ozone layer are the most

important reasons for this.

As doctors, serving the community, we bear a

significant responsibility. Lots of medical problems arising

from air pollution and global warming get manifested in our

day to day experiences. An increased risk of asthma,

COPD, cancer of many sorts, along with ENT problems is

seen; the incidence of ‘lifestyle’ diseases like stroke and

ischaemic heart is becoming fairly common. Therefore, we

cannot shun ourselves away from the problem and leave it

only to the politician, environmentalists and the NGOs. We

need to join hands with every thinking mind in the society,

to solve the problem.

China and India, the two most populated countries

in the world, have problems which go hand in hand. From

air pollution, the average life expectancy of citizens of north

China has reduced by 5.5 years. The group who made this

observation in China is now looking at the Indian population

and has noticed an alteration here. The survey tells us that

about a million lives are claimed by smoke from the cooking

fire! Although Beijing has the worst pollution index, Delhi

and Kolkata are not far from following the suit. With Beijing’s

visible smog from 10 micron  or smaller particles known as

PM10, Delhi has the possibility of having a fearful index

too.  We need to take notice of the fact that PM 2.5, is

more likely to kill and approximately 15 times higher than

the level stipulated by the WHO.  PM 2.5 particles are

more harmful as they penetrate deep tissues of the lungs

and increase the risk of damage to a greater extent. The

primary causes of such pollution in cities and in urban areas

are lack of clearly defined standards for vehicle emission
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Abstract:

Increase in the level of carbon dioxide and depletion of ozone layer in the  atmosphere cause global warming

–a serious threat to mankind. Global warming and air pollution are associated with many frateful diseases for concern.

Air pollution had decreased average life expectancy by about 5.5 years. Although Beijing has the worst pollution

index, Delhi and Kolkata are not far away. The primary causes of such pollution in cities and urban areas are lack of

clearly defined standards for vehicle emission control. Monitoring pollution in the industries is a must for developed

and developing countries. Fuel standards must be aggressively monitored. The world must resort to renewable

sources of energy such as solar and wind power. Deforestation is another area which triggers global warming and

pollution. Natural disasters like flood, earthquake and draughts are indirect effects of global warming. The medical

fraternity as a part in the society should have a big role to play in making globe free of all disasters if any in the future.
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control. The rural population, too, suffers from adverse health

conditions through inhalation of dung-fuel gas and paraffin

stoves.  In fact, these kinds of pollution in rural India harm

more than one million people per year. The environment

minister in India has proposed installation of thousands of

industrial chimneys to gather data on emission.  Now

industrial officials have identified 17 more industries subject

to pollution.  In theory, every Indian city is now supposed

to measure its air quality.

Fuel standards must be aggressively monitored. There

will always remain a trade-off between development/

industrialisation and good air quality since fossil fuels are

used in most of the industries.  In a bid to maintain a clean,

fog-free sky Beijing has taken the decision to shut down

18,000 factories in its suburbs.  This has resulted in a dip in

Beijing’s economic growth (from 7.9% to 7.7%).  Needless

to say, India does not have the luxury to take such a step at

this juncture.

China is one of the world’s largest car producing

country with a zoom of 47.5% over the last three years.

India registered 24.5% of jumping passengers’ car vehicle

sales from 1.5 million in 2009 to about 1.9 million unit in

2010 in the domestic markets. Should this trend continue

along with the growth in Brazil and South Africa and USA,

disaster is looming large. The Kyoto protocol tries to reduce

pollution from burning of fossil fuels and there was general

agreement among most of the countries.

The world must resort to renewable sources of energy

such as solar and wind power.  As of today, solar and wind

energy constitutes less than 2.5% of Indian power supply.

In stark contrast, these sources meet up to 20% of China’s

energy requirement and 13% of Germany’s energy needs.

Solar energy has been getting popular in India due to a

gradual fall in the price of solar cells; however, India is still

eons away from domesticating wind energy as a dominant

power source. Political willpower is clearly needed to

address this issue, to make a ‘clear energy plan’. Strict

control of air quality in a small city around Beijing has led to

improvement of air quality but, in turn, reduced the GDP of

the city.  Whether India can afford to take such a step towards

industrialisation is a big question.

Rampant, deforestation in the name of economic

development, is yet another phenomenon that triggers global

warming and pollution. This not only leads to environmental

dangers but also displacement of tribal population and the

loss of flora and fauna. With zero carbon footprints, as that

happened in Malabar Coalfields in MP and Niyamgiri in

Odisha, it is of interest to note that in Myanmar the new

government has decided to stop constructions of a mega

dam being built by China on the Mytisone River in upper

Myanmar. Chinese government is furious about it and it’s

for the world to see whether the Myanmar government sticks

to this decision. Obviously, there is a direct conflict between

development and pollution. India and China are competing

to increase their GDP which is quite understandable but it

has to be ensured that while doing so the global warming

and air pollution should not be further increased. The

message is that increase the use of renewable energy in

place of fossil fuels. Indirect effect of global warming (natural

disasters like floods, earthquakes and draughts) abound

across the globe. Doctors, as social beings should have a

big role to play in such difficult times.

Some of the simple ways of staying green and clean

are:

 (1) Use of CFL/LED bulbs.

 (2) Avoid diesel and petrol as sources of energy.

 (3) Reduced use of air-conditioning.

 (4) Use properly inflated and pressurised vehicle tyres (flat

tyres consume more petrol).

 (5)Implantation of trees and maintenance of greenery,

avoiding deforestation.

The medical fraternity should strive to be part of the

general society, with the aim to fight such immediate issues

at hand. Otherwise, we will have to leave a world for the

posterity, with the frightful possibilities like ‘food security’

and ‘loss of habitat’, which are associated dangers, linked

up with global warming and climate changes.
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